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Abstract This paper investigates a multi-size container truck transportation

(MSCTT) problem in which a truck can carry one 40 ft or two 20 ft containers. This

problem considers both fixed and flexible drayage orders. A state-transition-based

method is presented to formulate the MSCTT problem. The problem is modeled as a

sequence-dependent multiple-traveling salesman problem with social constraints in

which the distances between cities depend on the sequence of cities visited before.

Three tree search procedures and an improved reactive tabu search (IRTS) algo-

rithm are designed to solve the MSCTT problem. They are validated and evaluated

based on randomly generated instances extensively. The IRTS algorithm can solve

small instances to optimality within less than 1 min. Furthermore, it outperforms the

existing reactive tabu search algorithm and can solve realistic-sized instances effi-

ciently. Several interesting findings about the MSCTT problem are presented.

Finally, the IRTS algorithm is also applied to a real-world data set.
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1 Introduction

Container transportation by truck is mostly performed in a local area before or after

a long-distance transportation by vessel or by train. This section of transportation is

also known as drayage (Cheung et al. 2008; Escudero et al. 2013; Namboothiri and

Erera 2008; Zhang et al. 2011b).

The container truck transportation (CTT) problem is a significant topic in modern

containerized world-wide logistics. On one hand, the transportation by truck is

essential in containerized logistics since trucks can provide door-to-door services

whereas vessels and trains usually cannot. On the other hand, the transportation cost

per container per mile in the CTT problem is relatively high (Cheung et al. 2008).

Besides, container transportation by truck is a major source of shipment delays, road

congestions, and greenhouse gas emissions (Bektaş and Laporte 2011; Cheung et al.

2008; Kopfer et al. 2013; Piecyk and McKinnon 2010). Therefore, more and more

attention is paid to the CTT problem (see Sect. 2 for a literature review of this

problem).

The CTT problem is sometimes considered as a kind of pickup-and-delivery

problems (PDPs). Parragh et al. (2008a, b) present a comprehensive review of PDPs

and classify PDPs into two groups: the transportation between customers and depots

named Vehicle Routing Problems with Backhauls (VRPB) and the transportation

between pickup and delivery locations named Vehicle Routing Problems with

Pickups and Deliveries (VRPPD). However, the CTT problem differs from both

groups of classical PDPs. It deals with not only the transportation between pickup

and delivery locations, i.e., between customers and terminals, but also the pickups/

deliveries of empty containers at depots. For example, if a container of freight is to

be picked up at a terminal and delivered to its customer, an empty container will be

released and has to be sent to a depot or an alternative location for future use after

the freight is unloaded from the container. As a result, the handling of empty

containers should be considered together with the transportation of required (full)

containers, which makes the CTT problem highly complicated.

Most containers are sized according to International Standards Organization

(ISO) (Vidovic et al. 2011). According to ISO, the length of containers could be 10,

20, 30, 40, 45 ft, or since very recently 48 or 53 ft. However, 20 and 40 ft

containers are most widely used almost all over the world. For instance, in Asia and

Europe except Finland and Sweden, only 20 and 40 ft containers could be used,

strictly, in road container transportation (Popović et al. 2012; Vidovic et al. 2011). A

truck with a combined chassis can carry one 40 ft container or one or two 20 ft

containers. If a truck is carrying two 20 ft containers, none, one, or both of them

may be fully loaded, although in some countries a weight limit of 26 tons for

containers carried by a single truck must not be violated (Vidovic et al. 2011).

Only little attention has been paid to CTT problems with containers of multiple

sizes. Most articles addressing CTT problems assume that one truck can carry only

one container at one time, that is, they do not consider different container sizes.

Chung et al. (2007) build several mathematical models for container road

transportation, one of which considers both 20 and 40 ft containers. Very recently,

Vidovic et al. (2011) and Popović et al. (2012) study similar CTT problems with
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multi-size containers. However, the articles aforementioned focus on the routing

and scheduling of trucks in their CTT problems without considering the movements

of empty containers. Schönberger et al. (2013) present a mathematical formulation

for modeling a CTT with multiple container sizes. It turned out that their model

cannot be solved by commercial optimization software even for very small problem

instances.

Therefore, based on existing research, this paper investigates a multi-size CTT

(MSCTT) problem with both 40 and 20 ft containers. The MSCTT problem

considered in this paper consists of a social constraint restricting the longest

working time of drivers per scheduling horizon, typically 1 day (Jula et al. 2005).

Furthermore, both the transportation requests given by customers and the implicitly

required movements of empty containers are integrated in the problem. The

contributions made in this research could be summarized as follows.

Firstly, the MSCTT problem is formulated as a sequence-dependent multiple-

traveling salesman problem (SDMTSP) with social constraints by using a state-

transition-based modeling method. In this mathematical model, the distances

between cities depend on the current state that is related to the sequence of cities

visited before.

Secondly, three tree search procedures with several branch-cutting policies and a

parallel computing mechanism are designed to solve the MSCTT problem exactly.

Moreover, an efficient improved reactive tabu search (IRTS) algorithm is presented

to provide sub-optimum solutions of the problem.

Thirdly and finally, the tree search procedures and the IRTS algorithm are

validated and evaluated extensively. Computational experiments indicate that the

IRTS algorithm can solve small instances of the MSCTT problem to optimality

within less than a minute. The IRTS algorithm was able to solve realistic-sized

instances within 5 min and outperforms the existing reactive tabu search (RTS)

algorithm. The IRTS algorithm is also applied to a real-world data set.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys the

related literature and compares our research to that of similar articles. Section 3

defines and describes the MSCTT problem. Section 4 formulates the MSCTT

problem as a SDMTSP model with social constraints using a state-transition-based

method. In Sect. 5, the tree search procedures and the IRTS algorithm are designed

to solve the MSCTT problem, and in Sect. 6 they are validated and evaluated

extensively. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes this paper.

2 Literature review

The operations at container terminals and onshore transportation systems have

attracted much academic attention in the last decade. Vis and de Koster (2003)

present a primary survey on the transshipments of containers at container terminals.

Steenken et al. (2004) give an extensive literature review about the operational

research problems at container terminals.

Recently, a number of articles brought into focus hinterland container transpor-

tation systems. Coslovich et al. (2006) propose an integer programming model for a
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container drayage problem minimizing routing costs, driver and truck assignment

costs and container repositioning costs. Smilowitz (2006) formulates a container

drayage problem as a multi-resource routing problem. Namboothiri and Erera

(2008) study a container truck transportation problem given a port appointment

system. Besides, Cheung et al. (2008) and Loo (2010) investigate cross-boundary

container drayage problems with the Hong Kong-Pearl River Delta region as the

considered area. Stahlbock and Vob (2008) summarize and update the literature

about operational research problems at container terminals. Several international

journals have published special issues related to drayage operations [see e.g.,

Günther and Kim (2006) and Chew et al. (2011)].

PDPs are most direct to formulate CTT problems since containers in a CTT

problem are usually required to be picked up from somewhere and delivered to

somewhere else. Imai et al. (2007) formulate a CTT problem with full container

loads as a pure linear zero–one programming model and design a Lagrangian

relaxation-based heuristic to solve it. Caris and Janssens (2009) present a local

search heuristic to solve a similar pre- and end- haulage container transportation

problem. Escudero et al. (2013) study pickups and deliveries of containers with

uncertainty of transit times. Similarly, Máhr et al. (2010) and Long et al. (2012)

solve a similar problem with uncertainty using an agent-based approach and a

sample average approximation method, respectively. Ting and Liao (2013) relax the

constraint that all pickup nodes must be visited and formulate a CTT problem as a

selective PDP. A CTT problem falls into a multiple-Traveling Salesman Problem

with Time Windows (m-TSPTW) if the pickup node and delivery node of a request

are merged. Therefore, Wang and Regan (2002) and Jula et al. (2005) formulate

CTT problems as m-TSPTWs and solve them using a time window partition-based

method and a hybrid method of dynamic programming and genetic algorithms,

respectively. Moreover, attribute-decision models are also used to solve CTT

problems (Cheung et al. 2008; Powell et al. 2007).

Containers in CTT problems have a double-fold attribute. They are not only

freight to be transported but also transportation resources. An empty container is

released and should be taken to a depot or another location for future use whenever

a container of freight has been delivered to its customer and unpacked. On the

contrary, an empty container is required whenever a container has to be packed with

freight and picked up at its customer’s location. Container drayage transportation

involves the packing and unpacking of containers, as far as the requirement for and

the release of empty containers is concerned. From this viewpoint, it differs from

other modes of container transportation. Ileri et al. (2006) model container drayage

transportation as an assignment problem considering the implicitly required

movements of empty containers. Reinhardt et al. (2012) combine import orders

and export orders into pairs, called triangulation of orders, and model a similar

problem as a linear integer programming model. Sterzik and Kopfer (2013) define a

comprehensive mathematical formulation which considers vehicle routing and

scheduling and empty container repositioning simultaneously. Quite recently,

Meisel and Kopfer (2013) extend the abovementioned research to an abstract level

by considering active transportation resources (e.g. trucks) and passive resources

(e.g. containers).
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In contrast to conventional PDPs, some transportation orders in CTT problems

are flexible. Some properties of flexible orders are not given and should be fixed by

a decision made together with the routing and scheduling decisions. Typically,

empty containers are involved in such flexible orders. Because of trade imbalances

between areas, some areas are short of empty containers while some other areas

have a surplus of empty containers from time to time. Therefore, empty containers

sometimes have to be transported between areas. As a consequence for container

drayage, import or export empty container orders exist in CTT problems. In other

words, some empty containers need to be picked up at terminals without a given

delivery location, or vice versa. Considering such empty container orders, Zhang

et al. (2009) define a CTT problem with a single terminal and Zhang et al. (2010)

extend it to a multi-terminal multi-depot case. Recently, Zhang et al. (2011b) further

extend the problem introducing a limited number of empty containers at depots.

Zhang et al. (2011a) study a dynamic version of the CTT problem with flexible

tasks. Besides, Braekers et al. (2013) propose an efficient integrated planning

scheme of loaded and empty container movements very recently. Similarly, Lai

(2013) also studies an integrated optimization problem of truck routing and empty

container repositioning. Sterzik et al. (2013) investigate the cost reduction in CTT

problems through sharing containers among trucking companies. See Braekers et al.

(2011) for an extensive review of empty container movements.

Finally, we survey the literature addressing multi-size container truck transpor-

tation problems. As mentioned in Sect. 1, quite few articles study CTT problems

with multiple containers sizes. Chung et al. (2007), Vidovic et al. (2011), and

Popović et al. (2012) consider both 20 and 40 ft containers in their CTT problems.

However, definitions of their problems differ from the problem definition in this

paper in several aspects. First, all orders in their problems have given pickup and

delivery locations, i.e., they are completely fixed orders. We, however, consider

both fixed and flexible transportation orders. Second, container storage depots and

even truck parking depots are also terminals in (some of) their problems. In this

research however, the depots for trucks and empty containers are different locations

from terminals (which should be more realistic since more than one trucking

company may provide services in the same area).

3 Problem definition

A trucking company provides container drayage services in a local area. It has a

number of trucks and a depot as a place for stacking empty containers and parking

trucks. Container drayage services in the area include both the explicitly required

transportation of containers between customer locations and a terminal as well as

the implicitly required repositioning of empty containers between customer

locations, the terminal and the depot. The terminal, as a place where the

transportation mode is changed, could be a maritime port or a railway hub station.

The container transportation between the terminal and another terminal in another

area may be handled by another mode, e.g., by vessel or by train, which is beyond

the range of drayage studied in this research.
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Container drayage orders can be classified into two groups regarding their

directions. Containers that have been delivered from other areas to the terminal are

called inbound (i.e., import) orders. On the contrary, containers that need to be

picked up at customer locations and have to be delivered to the terminal for further

transportation are called outbound (i.e., export) orders.

Full container orders are most normal drayage orders. For an inbound full order, a

full container is located at the terminal and needs to be picked up and delivered to

its customer. Then, an empty container is released and ready to be reused after it is

unloaded and unpacked. It should be delivered to the depot or the shipper of an

outbound full order. As a comparison, an outbound full order is actually a request

for a containerized freight transport. An empty container is required to be delivered

to the customer of an outbound full order before the freight is packed. Therefore,

containers are also transportation resources besides trucks. We name an inbound

(outbound) container as an inbound (outbound) order. In case that a customer has

several containers in its order, the order is decomposed into several orders so that

each order corresponds to one container.

The CTT problem also includes a special type of orders called empty container

orders. Assume that the considered area is export-dominant, such as in China or

South Korea (see also Zhang et al. (2011b) for such an example). The amount of

freight exported from these areas is larger than that imported to the areas and hence

there is often a lack of empty containers. Therefore, the trucking company needs to

import empty containers from other areas (such as USA or Europe) periodically.

Inbound empty containers are located at the terminal and should be delivered to the

depot or alternative places. Orders related to inbound empty containers are called

inbound empty container orders.

The considered types of containers can be either 40ft or 20ft in length, which is

very common in real-life. The trucking company owns a homogeneous fleet of

trucks. Each truck with a combined chassis can carry one 40ft container or one or

two 20ft containers at a time. We do not consider less-than-container loads as most

articles such as Caris and Janssens (2009) do.

For an export-dominant area, the CTT problem, thus, has six types of orders in

total. Let

O ¼ OIF4 [ OOF4 [ OIE4 [ OIF2 [ OOF2 [ OIE2 ð1Þ

be the set of drayage orders, where OIF4, OOF4, OIE4, OIF2, OOF2, and OIE2 are

subsets of orders whose types are inbound full 40 ft, outbound full 40 ft, inbound

empty 40 ft, inbound full 20 ft, outbound full 20 ft, and inbound empty 20 ft,

respectively. Each full container order has a customer, i.e., the receiver of an

inbound full container order or the shipper of an outbound full container order. Let

ci be the customer location of a full container order i [ OF, where

OF ¼ OIF4 [ OOF4 [ OIF2 [ OOF2: ð2Þ
Also, let s l; l0ð Þ be the traveling time of trucks between two locations l and l0.

Here, a location l (or l0) is the depot if l = d, the terminal if l = t, or the customer

locations of full container orders otherwise.
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We consider the MSCTT problem from the perspective of a scheduler of the

truck fleet. The trucking company is to carry out the drayage orders in set O using a

given number, say k, of trucks in a given time period, usually 1 day. Both the

routing of trucks and the repositioning of empty containers are considered

simultaneously. The working time of each truck during each time horizon cannot

exceed a working shift limit, denoted by T (Jula et al. 2005). The optimization

criterion is the minimization of the total traveling time since it can reflect the total

traveling distance and total cost indirectly to a certain degree.

See e.g., Zhang et al. (2010) for handling drayage orders with double-side time

windows, Zhang et al. (2011b) for considering a limited number of empty containers

at depots, and Sterzik et al. (2013) for sharing containers between companies.

4 Formulation based on state transition

Trucks in the MSCTT problem start from the depot initially and return to the depot

finally. After handling different types of drayage orders, they might be under

different states, e.g., without containers or with different types of containers.

Different operations should be executed under different states. As a result, we

present a state-transition-based formulation of the MSCTT problem.

4.1 State definition

If a truck picks up an inbound full 40 ft container i 2 OIF4 at the terminal, it will

travel to the customer ci immediately. After the container has been delivered to its

customer, the only option for handling the container is to unpack and to release it.

However, the handling of the released empty container depends on the type of the

drayage order that the truck carries out next. Thus, we find the following difference

between the above two situations. A state describing the latter situation is required

while a state for the former situation is not required.

Recall that the trucks are located at the depot initially and finally. For a uniform

formulation, the initial start from and final return to the depot constitute a virtual

order, denoted by Order 0. Assume that if a truck is carrying two 20 ft full

containers and has begun to handle one of them, the other one should be handled

before the truck starts to carry out new orders. This is called ‘‘full-twin’’ assumption

hereafter and will be relevant in Sect. 4.2.4. To formulate the MSCTT problem, six

states are introduced based on the criteria shown in Table 1. Different states result

in different routing schedules even for an identical type of drayage order that will be

performed next.

A state has one or two parameters depending on its type. Each of the four states

SN lð Þ, SE4 lð Þ, SE2 lð Þ, and S2E2 lð Þ has one parameter representing the current location

of the truck. A truck under these states has no container, one empty 40 ft container,

one empty 20 ft container, or two empty 20 ft containers, respectively.

Each of the other two states SIF2 l; ið Þ and SOF2 l; ið Þ has two parameters. Besides

the parameter representing the current location of the truck, each of them has

another parameter identifying which drayage order the truck is handling. A truck
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under these two states is handling an inbound or an outbound full 20 ft container of

drayage order i, respectively.

Note that some states could be related to certain locations only. For example, the

location of states SE2 lð Þ and SIF2 l; ið Þ could be the terminal only (See Table 2 for

details). Besides, not all different types of drayage orders result in different states.

For instance, the state becomes SE4 cið Þ when a truck picks up an inbound full 40 ft

container of order i and delivers it to its receiver for unpacking. The state becomes

SE4 tð Þ when a truck picks up an inbound empty 40 ft container at the terminal.

Moreover, the initial state of the problem is SN(d).

4.2 State transition

Let S be the current state of a truck and let i be the index of the order that the truck

visits next. The new state of the truck, denoted by f(S, i), and the transition time to

the new state, denoted by g(S, i), are formulated as in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

First, we explain the state transitions where S = SN(l) in Sect. 4.2.1. Then, the

other state transitions from the virtual order are introduced in Sect. 4.2.2.

Furthermore, the remaining transitions whose current state or whose next order is

related to 40 ft containers are presented in Sect. 4.2.3. Finally, all the other state

transitions are discussed in Sect. 4.2.4. Figure 1 summarizes the structure of these

sections.

Table 1 Type and number of containers and possible locations of states

State Type and number of containers Possible locations

SN lð Þ No container l 2 d; tf g
SE4 lð Þ One empty 40 ft container l 2 t; ci i 2 OFjf g
SE2 lð Þ One empty 20 ft container l ¼ t

S2E2 lð Þ Two empty 20 ft containers l 2 t; ci i 2 OFjf g
SIF2 l; ið Þ One inbound full 20 ft container of order i l ¼ t

SOF2 l; ið Þ One outbound full 20 ft container of order i l 2 d; t; ci i 2 OFjf g

Table 2 Formulation of new state f S; ið Þ

S f(S, i)

i = 0 i [ OIF4 i [ OOF4 i [ OIE4 i [ OIF2 i [ OOF2 i [ OIE2

SN(l) SN(d) SE4(ci) SN(t) SE4(t) SIF2(t, i) SOF2(d, i) SE2(t)

SE4(l) SN(d) SE4(ci) SN(t) SE4(t) SIF2(t, i) SOF2(d, i) SE2(t)

SE2(l) SN(d) SE4(ci) SN(t) SE4(t) S2E2(ci) SOF2(l, i) S2E2(t)

S2E2(l) SN(d) SE4(ci) SN(t) SE4(t) SIF2(t, i) SE2(t) SE2(t)

SIF2(l, j) SN(d) SE4(ci) SN(t) SE4(t) S2E2 jð Þ; if s t; cið Þ\s t; cj
� �

S2E2 ið Þ; otherwise

�
SOF2(cj, i) S2E2(cj)

SOF2(l, j) SN(d) SE4(ci) SN(t) SE4(t) SIF2(t, i) SN(t) SE2(t)
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4.2.1 Case where S = SN(l)

A truck under the case SN(l) is at a location l without containers. If the order i that

the truck performs next belongs to OIF4, the truck should move to the terminal, pick

up the inbound full 40 ft container i, deliver it to its receiver ci, who will finally

unpack the container. Therefore, the new state is SE4 cið Þ and the transition time is

s l; tð Þ þ s t; cið Þ. Note that the formulation of transition time focuses on the traveling

time of trucks. It is easy to introduce the handling time of containers, i.e., loading

onto/unloading off trucks and packing/unpacking containers (See, e.g., Zhang et al.

(2010) for details).

Similarly, if the order i belongs to OOF4, the truck will move to the depot for

picking up an empty 40 ft container, travel to the shipper of order i, who will pack

the freight in the container, and finally, the truck will deliver the container to the

terminal. Therefore, the new state and transition time are SN(t) and s l; dð Þþ
s d; cið Þ þ s ci; tð Þ, respectively. In addition, for an order i 2 OIE4 [ OIF2 [ OIE2, the

truck will move to the terminal to pick up the corresponding container. The new

state becomes SE4(t), SIF2(t, i), and SE2(t), respectively. The transition time is s(l, t).
Finally, the truck should move to the depot to pick up a 20 ft empty container for an

order i 2 OOF2. The truck should return to the depot if it has finished all its jobs.

In summary, we have obtained the formulation for the row titled SN(l) in Tables 2

and 3. The new state and transition time in this case can be taken out from Tables 2

and 3 as

f SN lð Þ; ið Þ ¼

SN dð Þ; i ¼ 0

SE4 cið Þ; i 2 OIF4

SN tð Þ; i 2 OOF4

SE4 tð Þ; i 2 OIE4

SIF2 t; ið Þ; i 2 OIF2

SOF2 d; ið Þ; i 2 OOF2

SE2 tð Þ; i 2 OIE2

8
>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>:

ð3Þ

and

g SN lð Þ; ið Þ ¼

s l; dð Þ; i 2 0f g [ OOF2

s l; tð Þ þ s t; cið Þ; i 2 OIF4

s l; dð Þ þ s d; cið Þ þ s ci; tð Þ; i 2 OOF4

s l; tð Þ; i 2 OIE4 [ OIF2 [ OIE2

8
>><

>>:
ð4Þ

Fig. 1 Structure of sections explaining state transition
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Figure 2 describes the state transition from SN(l) intuitively. The circles at the tail

and the head of an arrow in Fig. 2 are the current state and the new state,

respectively. The type of the next order and the transition time, separated by ‘‘:’’, are

tagged to arrows.

4.2.2 Case where i = 0

A truck under the case i = 0 has finished all its drayage orders. Therefore, if it is

carrying one or two empty containers, it will deliver the container(s) to the depot.

Therefore, the transition time is s l; dð Þ if the current state is SE4 lð Þ, SE2 lð Þ, or S2E2 lð Þ.
If the truck is carrying an inbound full order, it should deliver the container to its

receiver for unpacking it, and then carry the emptied container to the depot.

Therefore,

g SIF2 l; jð Þ; 0ð Þ ¼ s l; cj
� �

þ s cj; d
� �

: ð5Þ

Similarly, if the truck is carrying an outbound full order, it should first move to its

shipper’s location letting him pack the freight, deliver it to the terminal, and finally

return to the depot. Accordingly, we can get the transition time based on this

sequence of activities as

g SOF2 l; jð Þ; 0ð Þ ¼ s l; cj
� �

þ s cj; t
� �

þ s t; dð Þ: ð6Þ
In addition, the new state is SN(d) regardless of the current state since the truck

will finally return to the depot and drop off the empty container(s) if any.

4.2.3 Cases related to 40 ft containers

First, we analyze the cases where S ¼ SE4 lð Þ. In case of i 2 OOF4, the truck should

bring the empty container to the customer of order i, let him pack the freight, and

deliver the container to the terminal. As a result, the transition time and the new

( )NS l ( )NS d

( )4E iS c

( )NS t

( )4ES t

( )2ES t

( )2 ,OFS d i
( )2 ,IFS t i

0i =  : ( ),l dτ

4IFi O∈  : ( ) ( ), , il t t cτ τ+

4IEi O∈  : ( ),l tτ

4OFi O∈  : ( ) ( ) ( ), , ,i il d d c c tτ τ τ+ +

2IFi O∈  : ( ),l tτ

2OFi O∈  : ( ),l dτ

2IEi O∈  : ( ),l tτ

Fig. 2 State transition from SN(l)
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state are s l; cj
� �

þ s cj; t
� �

and SN(t), respectively. For the convenience of

description, the following set is introduced:

ONOF4 ¼ OIF4 [ OIE4 [ OIF2 [ OOF2 [ OIE2: ð7Þ

Compared with the cases where S ¼ SN lð Þ and i 2 ONOF4, a truck under the cases

where S ¼ SE4 lð Þ and i 2 ONOF4 should deliver the empty container to the depot

first. This is the only difference between these two groups of cases. Consequently,

we get a row with the head SE4 lð Þ in Tables 2 and 3.

Secondly, we discuss the cases where i 2 OIF4. We introduce the following set:

S2NOF ¼ SE2 lð Þ; S2E2 lð Þ; SIF2 l; jð Þf g: ð8Þ

Compared with the cases where i ¼ 0 and S 2 S2NOF , the truck under the cases

where i 2 OIF4 and S 2 S2NOF should move to the terminal to pick up the inbound

full 40ft container and deliver it to its receiver. Therefore, the transition times under

the latter group of cases equals to the transition times under the former group of

cases plus s d; tð Þ þ s t; cið Þ. Specially, if S ¼ SOF2 l; jð Þ, the truck should move to the

shipper of order j, deliver the packed 20 ft container to the terminal, pick up the 40ft

container of order i, and finally deliver it to its receiver. The new state is SE4 cið Þ
regardless of the current state.

Thirdly, the cases where i 2 OOF4 are discussed. Compared with the cases where

i = 0 and S 2 S2NOF [ SOF2 l; jð Þf g, the truck under the cases i 2 OOF4 and S 2
S2NOF [ SOF2 l; jð Þf g should move to the depot to pick up a 40 ft empty container,

deliver it to the shipper of order i, let the freight be packed, and finally deliver the

container to the terminal. Therefore, the transition times under the former group of

cases incremented by s d; cið Þ þ s ci; tð Þ become the transition times under the latter

group of cases. The new state is SN(t) regardless of the current state.

Finally, the cases where i 2 OIE4 are discussed. The cases where i 2 OIE4 are

quite similar to the cases where i 2 OIF4 for any current state. The destination of the

empty container is undetermined. Therefore, there is no s t; cið Þ part in the transition

time. That is the only difference between these two groups of cases. The new state is

SE4(t).

4.2.4 Other cases

Not only the current state but also the order type in the remaining twelve cases is

related to 20 ft containers. The following analyses in three groups about the

transition activities of the twelve cases provide the new state and transition time of

the corresponding cells in Tables 2 and 3.

Group 1 (i 2 OIF2): The order that will be visited next is an inbound full 20 ft

container in this group. If S ¼ SE2 lð Þ, the truck should transport the inbound full

container i from the terminal to its receiver ci. Therefore, the truck has two empty

containers at the location ci. If S ¼ S2E2 lð Þ, the truck should first deliver the two

containers to the depot and then move to the terminal to pick up the inbound full

container i. If S ¼ SIF2 l; jð Þ, the current location is always the terminal (see the

column headed by i 2 OIF2 in Table 2). The truck should deliver both of the two
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inbound full containers to the corresponding receivers according to the full-twin

assumption mentioned in Sect. 4.1. As shown in Fig. 3, the truck has two possible

routes in this case. It should first travel to the closer one and then the other one since

this route is shorter than the other route. The truck is at the customer that is visited

late with two empty containers. If S ¼ SOF2 l; jð Þ, the truck should first deliver the

outbound container j from its shipper to the terminal and then pick up the inbound

full container i at the terminal.

Group 2 (i 2 OOF2): The order that will be visited next is an outbound full 20 ft

container in this group of cases. If S ¼ SE2 lð Þ, the empty container being carried by

the truck can be used to pack the outbound freight. Therefore, the truck stays at its

place and waits for a further scheduling. If S ¼ S2E2 lð Þ, one of the two empty

containers being carried by the truck can be used for packing the outbound freight.

As a result, the truck should move to the shipper of order i, let the freight be packed,

and deliver the container to the terminal. The truck holds the other 20 ft empty

container at the terminal. If S ¼ SIF2 l; jð Þ, the truck is at the terminal (see the column

headed by i 2 OIF2 in Table 2). An empty 20 ft container should be prepared since

the next order belongs to OOF2. Therefore, the truck should first deliver the inbound

full container. The obtained empty container can be used for the outbound freight. If

S ¼ SOF2 l; jð Þ, the truck should first move to the depot to get a 20 ft empty

container. The further route is to be optimized because both of the two outbound

containers should be delivered to the terminal. Figure 4 shows two possible routes

in this case. As a consequence, we get the transition time as

g SOF2 l; jð Þ; ið Þ ¼ s l; dð Þ þ s ci; cj
� �

þmin s d; cið Þ þ s cj; t
� �

; s d; cj
� �

þ s ci; tð Þ
� �

; i 2 OOF2

ð9Þ

Group 3 (i 2 OIE2): The order that will be visited next is an inbound empty 20 ft

container in this group of cases. If S ¼ SE2 lð Þ, the truck is at the terminal (see the

columns titled by i 2 OOF2 and i 2 OIE2 in Table 2). Therefore, the truck should

pick up the inbound empty container and hence now carries two 20 ft empty

containers. The transition time is s l; tð Þ ¼ 0. If S ¼ S2E2 lð Þ, the truck should deliver

the two containers to the depot and then travel to the terminal to pick up the empty

container. If S ¼ SIF2 l; jð Þ, recall that the truck is now at the terminal with an

inbound full container j. It should pick up the empty container i and deliver the full

container j to its receiver. As a result, the truck is carrying two empty containers at

cj. In the last case, i.e., S ¼ SOF2 l; jð Þ, the truck should first transport the outbound

full container from its shipper to the terminal and then pick up the inbound empty

container.

Terminal 

Customer i

Customer jRoute 1 
Route 2

Fig. 3 Two possible routes if S = SIF2(l, j) and i [ OIF2
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4.3 Mathematical formulation

Introducing the following decision variables

xji ¼
1; if a truck handles order i after handling order j

0; otherwise

�

the following mathematical model can formulate the MSCTT problem.

minC ¼
X

j2 0f g[O

X

i2 0f g[O
g Sj; i
� �

xji ð10Þ

s.t.
X

i2O
x0i � k ð11Þ

X

j2 0f g[O
xij ¼

X

j2 0f g[O
xji ¼ 1; 8i 2 O ð12Þ

X

j2Z

X

i2Z
xji � Zj j � 1; 8Z � O ð13Þ

X

j2 0f g[Z

X

i2 0f g[Z
g Sj; i
� �

xji � T þM Zj j � 1�
X

j2Z

X

i2Z
xji

 !

; 8Z � O ð14Þ

Si ¼
SN dð Þ; i ¼ 0

f Sj xji¼1j ; i
� �

; i 2 O

(

ð15Þ

xji 2 0; 1f g; 8j 2 0f g [ O; i 2 0f g [ O ð16Þ
Here, the objective function (10) minimizes the total transition time denoted by

C, which is also the total working time of trucks in the MSCTT problem. The Sj in

(10) corresponds to the state after the truck has handled the order j before handling

order i [see constraint (15)]. g Sj; i
� �

is formulated as in Table 3. Constraint (11) is

the constraint of available trucks, where
P

i2O x0i formulates the number of trucks

traveling from the virtual order 0. Constraint (12) indicates that each drayage order

Terminal

Customer i

Customer j

Depot 

Route 1 
Route 2

Fig. 4 Possible routes after the truck arrives at the depot if S = SOF2(l, j) and i [ OOF2
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i [ O can follow and be followed by one and only one order. Constraint (13)

eliminates subtours, where Z means any subset of O and Zj j denotes the size of set Z.
Thus, constraints (11)–(13) guarantee that each group of drayage orders handled by

a truck and the virtual order form a tour. Constraint (14) is a social constraint

limiting the longest working time of each truck, where M is a sufficiently large

constant. If
P

j2Z
P

i2Z xji ¼ Zj j � 1, Z is a set of drayage orders handled by one

truck.
P

j2 0f g[Z
P

i2 0f g[Z g Sj; i
� �

xji formulates the working time of this truck.

Constraint (15) defines Si. It is SN dð Þ for the virtual order or is formulated by the

function shown in Table 2. Finally, (16) presents the binary feature of the decision

variables.

The mathematical model (10)–(16) of the MSCTT problem is somewhat similar

to the multiple-traveling salesman problem (m-TSP) with social constraints. The

virtual order in the MSCTT problem corresponds to the depot in m-TSP. The

drayage orders in the MSCTT problem correspond to the cities in m-TSP.

Besides the social constraints, model (10)–(16) of the MSCTT problem has

another difference, which is most important, compared to m-TSP. The distances

between cities in the MSCTT problem depend on the current state of the truck. The

state of a truck further depends on the city sequence visited before. However, the

distances between cities in the classical TSP are irrelevant to the visiting sequence

of cities. Therefore, model (10)–(16) of the MSCTT problem identifies as a

SDMTSP with social constraints.

5 Solving strategies

The MSCTT problem has been formulated as a SDMTSP with social constraints

that differs from existing models. Because the model involves sequence-dependent

distances between cities [see (10) and (15)], it cannot be solved using commercial

tools such as Lingo or Cplex as in Zhang et al. (2010) even if the size of the problem

is relatively small. Several tree search procedures based on the idea of branch-and-

cut and an IRTS algorithm are designed.

5.1 Tree search procedures

It is rational to solve the model of SDMTSP with social constraints using tree search

since the model has a finite number of valid solutions. A solution of the model can

be formulated as a sequence of drayage orders with k - 1 separators (0), where k is

the number of trucks. The k - 1 separators divide the solution into k subsequences

of drayage orders, each of which is handled by one truck. If a separator is the head

or tail of a solution, or follows another separator, the corresponding truck is not

used. Therefore, assignment of the drayage orders and k - 1 separators to the

Oj j þ k � 1 positions is a valid solution. For example, a solution of a MSCTT

problem with 7 drayage orders and 3 trucks might be

X1 ¼ 1; 2; 0; 5; 7; 4; 0; 3; 6: ð17Þ
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5.1.1 Basic tree search procedure

The basic tree search procedure (B-TREE) solves the model of SDMTSP with social

constraints using the idea of branch-and-cut. It is a depth-first complete search,

generally. No item is assigned at first. At each layer of search, an item is assigned

and the feasibility and objective value of the incomplete solution are evaluated. If an

infeasible or bad solution is found, the corresponding branch is cut. A solution is

defined as bad if it is impossible to be optimum. If a better solution is obtained, the

optimum-so-far solution is updated.

The procedure B-TREE is a recursive procedure. It has six input arguments: the

optimum-so-far solution XOPT, current state of the truck SCUR, current incomplete

solution XCUR, current objective value (total working time) of the incomplete

solution CCUR, working time of the current truck CTRUCK, and the unassigned items

denoted by U. When the procedure B-TREE is initially called by the main

procedure, XOPT ¼ ; (where ; denotes an empty set), SCUR ¼ SN dð Þ, XCUR ¼ ;,
CCUR ¼ 0, CTRUCK ¼ 0, and U consists of all drayage orders and k - 1 separators.

The procedure B-TREE has the following main steps.

Step 1: Compute the state transition SCUR ¼ f SCUR; ið Þ and s ¼ g SCUR; ið Þ, where i
is the just assigned item. CTRUCK ¼ CTRUCK þ s. CCUR ¼ CCUR þ s.
Step 2: If CTRUCK [ T , XCUR is infeasible and the procedure returns.

Step 3: If CCUR [C XOPTð Þ, where C(XOPT) denotes the objective value of XOPT,

XCUR is bad and the procedure returns.

Step 4: Let CTRUCK be zero if the just assigned item is 0.

Step 5: Let XOPT ¼ XCUR if U is empty and C XCURð Þ\C XOPTð Þ. The procedure

returns if U is empty or go to Step 6 otherwise.

Step 6: For each different item (or each drayage order if XCUR is empty since the

head of a solution is unnecessary to be a separator) in U, move it from U to the

end of XCUR and call the procedure B-TREE with arguments XOPT, SCUR, XCUR,

CCUR, CTRUCK, and U.

5.1.2 Improved tree search procedure

Another branch-cutting policy is introduced to the procedure B-TREE resulting in

an improved tree search (I-TREE) procedure. Recall that all trucks are identical to

each other. Therefore, the following solution

X2 ¼ 3; 6; 0; 1; 2; 0; 5; 7; 4 ð18Þ

is equivalent to (17). Furthermore, (18) is not the only solution that is equivalent to

(17). If the branch corresponding to the solutions with the head ‘1’ is fully searched,

the branch at ‘1’ following a separator in other solutions (whose head is not ‘1’) is

cut since the corresponding solutions are equivalent to those already evaluated.

Steps 1 to 5 of the procedure I-TREE are the same as those of the B-TREE. Step

6 of the procedure I-TREE is as follows.
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Step 6: If the just assigned item is not a separator, for each different item (or each

drayage order if XCUR is empty since the head of a solution is unnecessary to be 0)

in U, move it from U to the end of XCUR and call the procedure I-TREE with

arguments XOPT, SCUR, XCUR, CCUR, CTRUCK, and U. Otherwise, for each such

item in U that is larger than the head of XCUR, move it from U to the end of XCUR

and call the procedure I-TREE with arguments XOPT, SCUR, XCUR, CCUR, CTRUCK,

and U.

Figure 5 illustrates the branch-cutting policies of the procedure I-TREE. Two

types of branches are cut. The first type corresponds to infeasible or bad solutions,

similarly as in the procedure B-TREE. For the second policy, the items following

separators are smaller than the head item of the solution.

5.1.3 Parallel tree search procedure

In contrast to the procedure I-TREE, the parallel improved tree search (PI-TREE)

procedure has a parallel computing mechanism. Computers with multiple CPUs

(including CPUs with multiple cores) are widely used nowadays. Therefore, we

divide the procedure PI-TREE into Oj j sub-procedures, each of which searches for

the solutions starting with certain drayage order i [ O. Thus, different sub-

procedures could run on different processing units.

5.2 The IRTS algorithm

It is hard or sometimes impossible to solve the MSCTT problem with realistic size

to optimality in an acceptable amount of time because the number of valid solutions

increases exponentially as the size of the problem increases. Therefore, meta-

heuristics such as Tabu Search (TS), genetic algorithm, and simulated annealing are

extensively studied when solving the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), Vehicle

Routing Problem (VRP) and their variants (Berbeglia et al. 2010; Braekers et al.

2013; Sterzik and Kopfer 2013). Among various meta-heuristic algorithms, the RTS

appears to be the most efficient and robust method for solving a large number of

Fig. 5 Branch-cutting policies in the procedure I-TREE
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combinatorial optimization problems including several variants of the m-TSP

(Blochliger and Zufferey 2008; Castellani et al. 2007; da Silva et al. 2008; Datta

et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2011b). Therefore, we improve the RTS

algorithm in Zhang et al. (2009) slightly to solve the model of SDMTSP with social

constraints.

RTS is an improved version of TS that was first proposed by Glover (1989). In

RTS, the length of the tabu list can be self-adapted in order to balance intensification

and diversification. Furthermore, an escape mechanism is introduced to avoid

recycling (Battiti and Tecchiolli, 1994).

5.2.1 Initial solution

Zhang et al. (2010) and Zhang et al. (2011b) found that inbound orders often

supersede outbound orders, and vice versa, in container drayage problems with only

40 ft containers. Therefore, a pair-making algorithm is designed to generate an

initial solution of the IRTS algorithm. If an inbound 40 ft drayage order follows an

outbound 40 ft drayage order, or vice versa, they are called a pair. Here, an inbound

(outbound) 40 ft order could also be two inbound (outbound) 20 ft orders. The pair-

making algorithm makes as many order pairs as possible.

Different types of drayage orders have different priorities under different states.

Drayage orders with a lower priority are only selected if no feasible order with a

higher priority exists. An order i is feasible for a truck with accumulative working

time CTRUCK under state S if and only if

CTRUCK þ g S; ið Þ þ g f S; ið Þ; 0ð Þ� T: ð19Þ

Generally speaking, a 40 ft or two 20 ft outbound orders are preferred after handling

inbound orders. As a comparison, a 40 ft or two 20 ft inbound orders are preferred

after handling outbound orders.

The pair-making algorithm has the following steps in brief.

Step 1: Initialization. CTRUCK ¼ 0. SCUR ¼ SN dð Þ. U = O. j ¼ 1. Aj ¼ ;.
Outbound orders have a priority.

Step 2: If outbound orders have a priority, go to Step 3; otherwise, go to Step 4.

Step 3: Outbound 40 ft orders are preferred compared with outbound 20 ft orders.

If feasible outbound 40 ft orders exist in U, the one with the shortest traveling

time from the current location to its customer among them, say i, is appended to

Aj, remove i from U, SCUR ¼ f SCUR; ið Þ, and CTRUCK ¼ CTRUCK þ g SCUR; ið Þ. It is
similar if no such 40 ft order exists but such 20 ft orders exist. Two 20 ft

outbound orders are assigned to the current truck if the working time of the truck

permits. The customer of the second 20 ft order should be as near to that of the

first one as possible. If no feasible outbound order exists, go to Step 5; otherwise,

inbound orders become having a priority and go to Step 2.

Step 4: Inbound 40 ft orders are preferred compared with inbound 20 ft orders.

Full orders are further preferred compared with empty orders. The one with

shortest transition time from the current state among those is selected. If 20 ft

orders are selected, two orders are assigned to the truck. The customer of the
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second one should be as near to that of the first one as possible. If no feasible

inbound order exists, go to Step 5; otherwise, outbound orders become having a

priority and go to Step 2.

Step 5: The orders without a priority are considered. If feasible orders exist, the

one with shortest state transition time among them is selected. If it is an inbound

one, outbound orders become having a priority, and vice versa, and go to Step 2.

If no feasible order exists, go to Step 6.

Step 6: If U is empty, the assignment is finished. Otherwise, if j\k, let j ¼ jþ 1,

Aj ¼ ;, CTRUCK ¼ 0, SCUR ¼ SN dð Þ, outbound orders become having a priority

and go to Step 2; otherwise no feasible solution is found.

5.2.2 Other settings

Solutions of the MSCTT problem are encoded as in (17). A solution is feasible if all

order sequences before the first separator, after the last separator, and between two

adjacent separators can be handled by one truck. The total handling time of all

involved trucks is the objective value of a solution. If two randomly selected items

of a current solution are exchanged, we get a neighborhood solution. If a

neighborhood solution is better than the optimum-so-far solution, it is accepted

regardless of its tabu status. Otherwise, generating neighborhood solutions is

continued until a certain number of feasible neighborhood solutions are obtained.

The best non-tabu neighborhood solution is chosen as the new current solution.

A pair of positions of two exchanged items forms a cell of the tabu list. All

accepted solutions are recorded in a binary tree. The relationship (larger or smaller)

between two solutions is defined according to the outcome of the comparison of the

first unequal element of the two solutions. If an accepted solution has been visited

before, the length of the tabu list is increased by one. If no repeated solution has

been found for nNOREP iterations, the length of tabu list is decreased by one.

Furthermore, we set a lower bound of the tabu list length as two. The adaptation of

the tabu list length mentioned above differs from classical RTS algorithm slightly.

An escape mechanism, i.e., executing the random exchange for several times, is

triggered if solutions have been repeated for nESCAPE times. A given maximum

number of iterations is chosen as the stop criterion.

6 Experiments and analyses

This section evaluates and validates the solution strategies and analyzes the MSCTT

problem. All solution strategies are coded in Matlab R2013a by MathWorks. The

personal computer on which the program runs has Intel� CoreTM2 Quad CPU

Q9400 @ 2.66 GHz and 2.66 GHz and 3.49 GB of memories.

First, Sect. 6.1 tunes and analyzes the parameters of the IRTS algorithm.

Section 6.2 compares the three tree search procedures and the IRTS algorithm.

Then, instances of the MSCTT problem with realistic size are analyzed in Sect. 6.3.
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The IRTS algorithm is compared with an existing RTS algorithm in Sect. 6.4.

Finally, the algorithm is applied to a real-world instance in Sect. 6.5.

6.1 Tuning and analyses of the parameters of the IRTS algorithm

The IRTS algorithm has several parameters. Since the values of the parameters have

an unpredictable effect on the performance of the algorithm, we design a group of

experiments to tune the parameters. Each group corresponds to a combination of

three parameters: the initial length of the tabu list, the maximum size of the

neighborhood (nNBHD), and the maximum number of iterations without finding

repeated solutions (nNOREP). The parameter values in each group of experiments are

shown in Table 4. Furthermore, we set the maximum number of iterations as 1,000

and the number of repeated solutions for triggering escape as 30 according to Zhang

et al. (2011b).

Six instances of the MSCTT problem are generated randomly for the parameter-

tuning experiments. Since the model of the SDMTSP with social constraints differs

from existing models, such as the m-TSP, it is not easy to find suitable benchmark

instances for the SDMTSP with social constraints. The randomly generated

instances are as close to real-life scenarios as they can be.

Table 4 Parameter values of experiments for parameter-tuning

nNOREP Initial tabu length = 5 Initial tabu length = 9

nNBHD = 20 nNBHD = 50 nNBHD = 100 nNBHD = 20 nNBHD = 50 nNBHD = 100

100 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6

200 Group 7 Group 8 Group 9 Group 10 Group 11 Group 12

Table 5 Statistical results of the parameter-tuning experiments

Class Instance Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6

1 1–3 3,791 3,768 3,767 3,760 3,776 3,860

75.75 177.65 383.78 76.40 178.83 354.69

2 4–6 7,668 7,642 7,682 7,663 7,655 7,653

152.86 369.27 726.51 162.72 373.40 736.64

Average 5,730 5,705 5,725 5,711 5,715 5,757

114.31 273.46 555.14 119.56 276.12 545.66

Class Instance Group 7 Group 8 Group 9 Group 10 Group 11 Group 12

1 1–3 3,770 3,830 3,838 3,736 3,776 3,806

77.01 183.65 360.84 78.39 188.52 363.79

2 4–6 7,630 7,661 7,656 7,670 7,645 7,673

156.75 369.16 714.06 161.78 366.71 746.19

Average 5,700 5,745 5,747 5,703 5,711 5,739

116.88 276.41 537.45 120.09 277.62 554.99
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The generation of instances in this research is as follows unless explicitly stated.

The ratios of 20 ft orders, inbound orders, and empty orders to the total number of

drayage orders are 0.7, 0.5, and 0.05, respectively. A Euclidean plane with both

sides equal to 180 (in unit of traveling distance of trucks in 1 min) is generated. The

locations of the depot, the terminal, and all customers of full drayage orders are

generated in the plane randomly. Furthermore, let T = 480. The six instances for

parameter tuning are divided into two classes. Each of the first three instances (Class

1) has 40 drayage orders and 20 trucks. Each of the other three instances (Class 2)

has 75 drayage orders and 30 trucks since a sub-fleet of trucks can handle at most 75

containers in 1 day according to Wang and Regan (2002) and Srour et al. (2010).

For each of the six instances and each of the twelve combinations of parameters,

the IRTS algorithm is run for three times independently. The statistical results of the

runs are shown in Table 5. Each cell in Table 5 is the average result over 9 (= 3

instances multiplied by 3 repeats) runs. The upper number is the objective value and

the lower number is the running time of the algorithm. The unit for measuring

objective values is ‘minute’ and the running time is measured in ‘seconds’ all

through this paper.

Table 5 indicates that Group 7 reaches the smallest average objective value.

Therefore, the setting of Group 7 is used in the IRTS algorithm hereafter. That is,

the initial length of the tabu list is 5, nNBHD = 20 and nNOREP = 200. It can also be

observed that the running time of the IRTS algorithm increases significantly as

nNBHD increases, e.g., Groups 1 through 3. Roughly speaking, the running time is

proportional to the maximum size of neighborhood. However, the effect of the

maximum size of the neighborhood on the objective value is not so significant.

Neither objective value nor running time varies significantly as nNOREP increases

from 100 to 200. Finally, the standard derivation of objective values over the 12

groups of experiments is only 19 (0.3 % of the average value 5700). Therefore, we

can conclude that the IRTS algorithm is relatively robust.

6.2 Comparisons of the tree search procedures

Six more instances (Instances 7–12) with small size are generated randomly. These

instances are solved using the three tree search procedures as well as the IRTS

Table 6 Brief information and solving results of six instances with small size

Instance Oj j k Tree search procedures IRTS algorithm

B-TREE I-TREE PI-TREE Obj. Time Obj. Iteration

Opt.

7 5 2 0.2 0.1 0.8 668 8.6 668 1

8 6 2 0.9 0.7 0.4 404 6.2 404 26

9 7 2 6.0 4.6 4.3 439 7.9 439 35

10 8 2 42.8 32.7 20.1 751 14.9 751 78

11 9 2 123.4 108.1 145.7 770 19.2 770 4

12 10 5 na 16,025.7 3,312.8 1,804 53.5 1,804 9
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algorithm. For the procedure PI-TREE, the Matlab function parfor is used for

parallel computing. Four Matlab workers are used since the computer has four cores

of processing units. Some brief information and the solving results of these

instances are shown in Table 6.

The three columns with titles B-TREE, I-TREE, and PI-TREE in Table 6 show

the running time of the corresponding procedures. For each instance from 7 to 11, the

running time of the procedure I-TREE is shorter than that of the procedure B-TREE,

which validates the branch-cutting policy for equivalent solutions. For some

instances, the procedure PI-TREE is faster than the procedure I-TREE. However, for

some certain instances, the former is even slower than the latter. One possible reason

is that the communication between parallel workers also consumes time.

The IRTS algorithm provides global optimum solutions for all six instances. The

running time of the IRTS algorithm is very short. Furthermore, the algorithm

reaches the optimum solutions before iteration 100 for all instances (see the last

column of Table 6), far earlier than the given maximum number of iterations

(1,000).

6.3 Analysis of the MSCTT problem from several aspects

We generate 15 instances (Instances 13–27) each of which has 75 drayage orders to

further analyze the MSCTT problem and the IRTS algorithm. The numbers of

Table 7 Information and

average solving results of 15

instances with realistic size

No. of available

trucks (k)

Instance Average results over three repeats

Time Obj. No. of

involved

trucks

25 13 250.0 7,798 19.0

14 252.7 8,238 21.3

15 198.7 6,668 16.7

16 237.9 8,010 19.3

17 338.2 9,069 22.0

Average 255.5 19.7

30 18 181.9 7,728 20.3

19 176.0 7,630 19.7

20 129.4 6,645 18.0

21 141.4 7,106 18.0

22 143.9 7,105 19.0

Average 154.5 19.0

35 23 116.1 6,358 17.0

24 147.3 7,446 19.3

25 165.0 7,904 19.0

26 133.2 8,233 20.0

27 168.8 7,647 18.7

Average 146.1 18.8
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available trucks in Instances 13–17, 18–22, and 23–27, are 25, 30, and 35,

respectively. Each instance is solved using the IRTS algorithm for three

independent times. The information and average results over the three repeats for

these instances are shown in Table 7. Table 7 indicates that each of these 15

instances is solved using the IRTS algorithm within 300 s. That is acceptable for

industrial application.

Interestingly, the average running time of the IRTS algorithm decreases as the

number of available trucks in each instance increases from 25 to 35. Remember that

each of these 15 instances has 75 drayage orders. Furthermore, some trucks are not

involved in each of the instances with 25 trucks available. Therefore, the number of

trucks required does not depend on the number of available trucks, statistically

speaking. This can also be found in the last column of Table 7. That is to say, a

suitable number of redundant trucks (separators) appear to be able to decrease the

running time of the IRTS algorithm.

Another experiment is designed in order to validate this interesting finding. Three

representative instances (Instance 14, 19, and 23) are selected. For these three
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instances, the numbers of trucks involved in the initial solution are 25, 22, and 16,

respectively. That is, the initial numbers of redundant trucks in these instances are 0,

8, and 19, respectively. For each of these three instances, the number of redundant

trucks is first modified to 5 and then to 10. All the other parameters remain

unchanged. Thus, we get six new instances. Each of these new instances is solved

using the IRTS algorithm for three times independently. Figure 6 shows the average

running time over the three repeats for the nine instances (including the original

three). Similarly, the average objective values are shown in Fig. 7.

Figures 6 and 7 validate the above finding. The average running time of the IRTS

algorithm decreases as the number of redundant trucks increases in the given range,

as shown in Fig. 6. However, no intuitive trend can be found from Fig. 7. This is

natural since the redundant trucks do not affect the final solutions of the instances.

Besides, all added trucks in the above instances are not involved in the final

solutions. They are really redundant trucks for speeding up the algorithm only. A

number of redundant trucks are used hereafter when we use the IRTS algorithm.

Plenty of ‘outbound-inbound’ pairs of drayage orders can be found in solutions of

the MSCTT problems. Such pairs can efficiently save traveling time of the trucks, as

discussed in Sect. 5.2.1. Figure 8 shows an example of such solutions with

redundant trucks omitted. The type of each order is labeled using subscript in Fig. 8.

The pairs in this solution are labeled by lines at their head.

Fig. 8 An example solution showing pairs of drayage orders

Table 8 Average running results of the RTS algorithm and the IRTS algorithm

Instance RTS algorithm IRTS algorithm

Running time Objective value Running time Objective value

13 1,218.29 7,924 250.0 7,798

18 902.15 7,769 181.9 7,728

23 552.47 6,211 116.1 6,358
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6.4 Comparison with existing RTS algorithm

Instances 13, 18, and 23 are also solved using the existing RTS algorithm for three

independent times. All parameters of the RTS algorithm are set to be the same as in

Zhang et al. (2011b). The average running time and the obtained objective value of

each instance are shown in Table 8. The results in Table 8 indicate that the IRTS

algorithm can reach almost the same solution quality in much shorter running time

compared with the existing RTS algorithm.

6.5 Application to a real-world instance

We apply the modeling and solving method to a real-world instance to further

explain this method. Chung et al. (2007) present a similar real-world data set

collected from a container truck company in Korea. They focus on the scheduling of

trucks for full drayage orders without considering implicitly required movements of

empty containers. Among the six locations used in the data set, Busan Container

Terminal Operation Corporation (B.C.T.O.C) is considered as the terminal as well

as the depot since it is the pickup (or delivery) location of half of total orders. Five

hundred orders corresponding to the terminal (339 orders for 40 ft and 161 orders

for 20 ft containers) are considered. The number of available trucks is 93. This

instance is solved using the IRTS algorithm for three times. When it is solved for the

third time, the maximum number of iterations is set as 10,000 because of the huge

problem size. The average running time of the first two runs is 378 s. The

corresponding average objective value has a gap of only 0.9 % compared with that

obtained in the third run.

In summary, this section has validated and evaluated the proposed solving

strategies of the MSCTT problem. Among the tree search procedures, I-TREE and

PI-TREE outperform B-TREE. However, the running time of these exact algorithms

is prohibitively long when the size of the problems increases. The parameters of the

IRTS algorithm have been tuned. With these parameters, the IRTS algorithm could

solve the MSCTT problem with realistic size efficiently and is faster than the

existing RTS algorithm. Finally, the IRTS algorithm has been applied to a real-

world instance.

7 Conclusions

This research investigates a MSCTT problem in which a truck with a combined

chassis can carry a 40 ft or alternatively one or two 20 ft containers. This problem

considers both drayage orders of full containers and those of empty containers as

well as the implicitly required movements of empty containers. Using a state-

transition-based modeling method, the MSCTT problem is formulated as a model of

SDMTSP with social constraints, in which the distances between cities depend on

the visiting sequence of cities. Three tree search procedures and an IRTS algorithm

are designed to solve the problem. They are validated and evaluated extensively.

The tree search procedures could solve the MSCTT problem with small size exactly.
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The IRTS algorithm performs better than the existing RTS algorithm and could

solve the MSCTT problem with realistic size efficiently and effectively. Interest-

ingly, a suitable number of redundant trucks (separators) could speed up the

algorithm. The IRTS algorithm has been applied to a real-world data set finally.
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